In 
I. Introduction
Photomultipliers (PMTs) are the most widespread vacuum electronic devices. Indeed, the PMTs are ubiquitous. The omnipresence of PMTs is striking. They are used practically in every kind of experimental studies including space research and archeology, medicine and geology, biology and art, astronomy and metallurgy, chemistry and agriculture, etc.
Physics experiments, particularly high energy physics and astroparticle physics experiments, are the most active users of PMTs. Moreover the most substantial achievements in PMT developments for the last 40 years have been made following requirements of physics experiments.
The question arises WHO INVENTED THE MARVELOUS DEVICE?
II. The first PMT
On August 4 1930 Soviet-Russian physicist and engineer L.A.Kubetsky proposed new method and device to amplify weak photocurrents by dozens and hundreds thousands times without using traditional radiolamps [1] . In accordance with Kubetsky's proposal the device was furnished with a source of primary photoelectrons (photocathode) and consecutive secondary electron emitters (dynodes) with a certain coefficient σ and each subsequent emitter was supplied with higher electrical potential in comparison with preceding emitter from high voltage power supply. Photoelectrons produced by the photocathode illumination were accelerated to the first emitter knocking out from it's surface secondary electrons. The latter are accelerated to the next emitter knocking out secondary electrons as well and so forth. The device can have arbitrary number of emitters. The electron flux from the last emitter are collected by collector or anode. The total gain of the device will amount to σ n , where n is the number of emitters. 
IV. Controversy on the PMT invention authorship
It is surprising that up to now the majority of physics community in the west has deepest conviction that the first PMT was developed by V.K. Zworykin [6] .
"… the first photomultiplier tube was invented by the RCA laboratories in 1936 ……." [7] .
So far we encountered just with one unequivocal admission of Kubetsky's priority on the PMT invention in English scientific literature: "…However up to 1930, when L.A. Kubetsky (1906 Kubetsky ( -1959 [10] .
So here we would like to highlight some historical facts, which are well known in Russia, e.g. see [11, 12] experimenting with the tubes himself [11] [12] [13] [14] . There are a lot of evidences of Zworykin's visit to Kubetsky's laboratory and his experiments with Kubetsky's tube, e.g. see [11] [12] [13] [14] .
After that visit going back to USA V.K.Zworykin drew a sketch of photoelectron multiplier on a Berlin hotel paper. That sketch is dated by September 18 1934 and kept in David Sarnoff's archive [15] . As far as we know it is the first mentioning about photomultiplier tube in V.K.Zworykin's papers [12] . The first note concerning photomultiplier tube in V.K.Zworykin's laboratory journal is dated by November 22 1934 [15] . At last, in 1936 V.K.Zworykin and his colleagues published their famous paper [3] which is considered in the west as a starting point of the PMT history. Even a fleeting glance at the Zworykin's and Kubetsky's tubes reveals their great similarities: the same magnetic focusing etc. Leonid Aleksandrovitch Kubetsky was born on July 12 1906 in Tsarskoye Selo (now Pushkin Leningrad region) in the poor family of clergyman. His childhood coincided with very hard times in Russian history and was full of hardships and deprivations. Nevertheless he finished high school brilliantly with recommendations to be enlisted to any university without competitive examinations for "outstanding achievements in studies".
III Leonid Aleksandrovitch Kubetsky
In 1923 he started to study physics at the faculty of physics and mathematics of Petrograd University (now S-Peterburg State University). At that time he was forced to combine his studies at University with working as an electrician to earn his living. He was not fully satisfied with a formal style of teaching at the University and in 1925 he moved to the electromechanical faculty of famous Leningrad Politechnical Institute continuing to work as an electrician.
As a student he started to work in the technical department of Physico-Technical Rentgen Institute in the field of a low current electrical engineering. In 1929 he developed a gas discharge device with heated cathode and controlled electrode [16] . In the next 1930 being a student he proposed a photoelectron multiplier. As practically every genius stroke it was put forward by L.A.Kubetsky when he was just 24 years old and a student still! Almost at the same time he developed "Cathode transmitter for television" [17] and "Optical microphone" [18] . The former was a prototype of transmitting TV tube proposed a bit later by P.T.Farnsworth.
In 1931 L.A.Kubetsky graduated from Institute and started to work at Leningrad Electro-Physical Institute. In the following years L.A.Kubetsky has worked at a number of physics institutes in Leningrad and Moscow refining his photomulptiplier tube, developing electron multiplier systems, new vacuum devices etc, for more information see [11] . Particular emphasis he has made on photomultiplier tubes application. In 1939 he discovered infrared emission of the night sky [19] . He made substantial contribution to the development of dissectors, iconoscopes and other kinds of vacuum tubes. He proposed new methods of ultracontrast conversion of spectra and images, ultracontrast fine structure analysis etc.
Unfortunately the last years of his life have been darkened by problems with his health in particular after a serious surgical operation carried out in 1948. L.A.Kubetsky died on September 22 1959. He was just 53. He was buried in Vostryakovskoye cemetery in Mocsow.
IV. Conclusion
Least of all we would like to shake authority of V.K.Zworykin (by the way he was Russian by origin too) or to offend his memory. We have no right to judge and we can not do it. We will never know why L.A.Kubetsky's name was buried in oblivion in the west. But after all the world and time changed. The world is not divided by iron curtain anymore. Now it is time to restore historical justice and to pay tribute to a great physicist and engineer Leonid Aleksandrovitch Kubetsky. It is time now to admit his priority on the PMT invention at last.
Anyway his life was rewarded by flourishing of new fields of scientific studies and experimental techniques which became possible due to L.A.Kubetsky's brainchild: wonderful magic vacuum electronic device -PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE!
